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Time for Libraries to Shine
Need some inspiration? Take a look at the Sparks! Ignition Grants we announced this week.
These grants are an opportunity to explore an innovative idea and then report back about
lessons learned. During the program’s three-year run, we’ve seen that library and museum
professionals are a creative bunch; they’re taking risks and discovering new ways of thinking
about operations and service.
Many of our 2011 grantees have posted white papers about their experiences, and if you’d like
to take a peek at some great inventiveness, browse through these reports. Here’s a taste:
•

Learn how the New York Public Library worked with leading game designers to build an
online tool to crowd-source transcription of its amazing collection of digitized menus –
View/Download (PDF)
•
Find out what the Museum of Science – Boston discovered about two strategies to
implement universal design in drop-in programs View Download (PDF)
•
Want to know more about what happened when the Brooklyn Public Library used a video
screen with a live connection to one of the library’s information services staff to greet
new visitors? View/Download (PDF)
•
Discover what happened when ECHO Lake Aquarium and Science Center in Burlington,
VT created a museum-media partnership that combines the interpretive expertise of a
science center, the mass public appeal of a television news channel, and the
accessibility of a community-driven website to engage audiences to take environmental
action in their local communities. View/Download (PDF)
We’re expecting more great insights from this year’s winners. They are all exciting, but
here are just a few to watch:
•

The Chabot Space and Science Center in Oakland California knows that firetrucks grab
children’s attention. Working together with local firefighters they will see what happens
when they bring telescopes and computer equipment on shiny red fire engines to local
neighborhoods.

•

The Towson University Center for Geographic Information Systems will discover how
integrating several datasets can create a map- and market-driven picture of library users
and their preferences.
•
The Friends of the North Carolina State Museum of Natural Sciences will see how they
can adapt hotel software to provide detailed wayfinding maps for blind and visually
impaired visitors.
•
The Austin Public Library will partner with Goodwill Industries of Central Texas to learn
more about engaging citizens and raising awareness about carbon-neutral reuse options
for books and materials being weeded from library collections.
•
The Center for Wooden Boats in Seattle will test using photogrammetry on “macroartifacts” to monitor for changes overtime. Photogrammetry is the process of determining
the geometric properties of objects from photographic images. This technique could be a
good way to see if there is a conservation issue that needs to be addressed.
Let us know about innovations happening in your local library or museum. And share what you
know so that we can continue to shine a spotlight on what works and lessons
learned.
—Susan Hildreth, Director, IMLS

****************************************************************************************************
Washington, DC—The Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) announced today
grants serving 242 federally-recognized tribes and Alaska Native villages and corporations and
totaling $1,672,000 for the Native American Library Services Basic Grant and Basic
Grant with Education/Assessment Option Program.
"These small grants go a long way to help ensure libraries deliver core services for American
Indian tribes and Alaska Native villages," said IMLS Director Susan Hildreth. "Libraries use the
grants to buy library materials, fund salaries and training, provide Internet connectivity and
computers, and much more to help meet the informational, educational, and cultural needs of
tribal communities."
Click here to view the list of funded projects.

Click here for more information about this funding opportunity including program guidelines and
contacts.
Use the IMLS grants search tool to view our archive of grants awarded by the Institute. Search
grants by grant name, institution, or program.
Duckwater Shoshone Tribe - Duckwater, NV Award Amount: $7,000
Contact: Margie Nuttall
Education Manager (775)863-0126; margaret.nuttall@bie.edu
Ely Shoshone Tribe - Ely, NV
Contact: Debra Jones, Librarian

Award Amount: $7,000
(775)289-6907; debraward177@yahoo.com

Fallon Paiute Shoshone Tribes of the Fall Reservation & Colony - Fallon, NV
Contact: Patty Hicks, Cultural Coordinator (775)423-8065; cultural@fpst.org

$7,000

Washoe Tribe of Nevada and California - Gardnerville, NV
Award Amount: $7,000
Contact: Ms. Debby Carlson Grants Manager (775)265-8629; dcarlson@washoetribe.us

Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe - Nixon, NV
Contact: Ms. Teresa Royer Librarian

Award Amount: $7,000
(775)574-0301; troyer@plpt.nsn.us

Reno-Sparks Indian Colony - Reno, NV Award Amount: $7,000
Contact: Ms. San San Tin, Education Director
(775)329-6114; stin@rsic.org
Yerington Paiute Tribe - Yerington, NV Award Amount: $7,000
Contact: Ms. Gayleen Roy Education Director (775)463-3755; educationdirector@ypt-nsn.gov
******************************************************************************
2nd Annual Global Crowdfunding Convention and Bootcamp – Oct 14-16
Posted by Dave Archer
October 14, 2013
October 15, 2013
October 16, 2013
The 2nd Annual Global Crowdfunding Convention and Bootcamp is the world’s most prestigious
crowdfunding event with the largest gathering of industry leaders.
This new industry is projected to unleash 300 billion dollars in investment capital based on
families and individuals investing 1 percent of their assets in crowdfunding – which will become
a popular investment strategy for everyday people.
This is the must-attend event for entrepreneurs and small business owners, investors,
crowdfunding professionals and enthusiasts, funding portals, investment bankers, financial
advisers, VCs, angels, incubators, business coaches, mentors, secondary stock specialists, equity
analysts, journalists as well as tax, legal and regulatory experts.
Here’s a quick preview of key discussion points, workshops and game-changing EXPOs.
For Businesses Seeking Finance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attend these sessions and workshops and save thousands in professional fees.
Get prepared for the Crowdfund Investing Revolution! Get advice from the industry’s
leading attorneys, accountants, portals and marketers.
Learn secrets and tips from social media experts.
Save thousands in professional fees!
Find the most appropriate financing structure for your business.
Obtain the tools to successfully crowdfund before you spend money you will never
recoup.
Understand the differences between securities-based Crowdfunding, reward-based
Crowdfunding & typical micro-cap investing.
Get your company setup right before you pitch investors.
Specific strategies for female entrepreneurs.
How to simultaneously Crowdfund and work with the angel and VC community.
Know the tax havens that will compel investors to your deal. Learn how the IRS will tax
the capital received through the various forms of Crowdfunding.
Attract investor attention and become crowdfund compliant! Learn how to create a
fundable business plan, proper due diligence reports and proforma financials via the
Fundingroadmap.

•
•
•
•

Learn how to properly valuate your company.
Learn how to create a perfect crowdfunding investment pitch.
Learn how to legally and successfully crowdfund in the current environment.
Learn how to build a 30 day action plan for a successful raise using social media and
other advances in communications to reach more investors & provide greater
transparency.
For Investors and Financial Advisors:
•

How to capitalize on the crowdfunding revolution. Discover the most lucrative ways of
investing in this new market paradigm whether that be investing in emerging portals,
service providers, infrastructure or specific crowdfunding offerings.
•
Choosing investments and finding new hot industries/products based on successful
crowdfunding campaigns.
•
Learning the Crowdfunding Rules – What is legal? What is not?
•
Private Secondary Share transacting and where to turn for private stock liquidity.
•
Using self-directed IRAs to gain diversified exposure to the fastest growing private
companies.
•
Women’s integral role in shaping tomorrow’s financial markets.
•
The settling & clearing of private shares.
•
The Wall Street of Tomorrow – What role brokers, investment bankers and financial
advisors will play.
Other exciting features you will only find at this event:
Funding Portal Pavilion™
Join us for two night’s of Las Vegas excitement and a cocktail party in the Funding Portal
Pavilion™ and Expo where you will meet the largest gathering of crowdfundiing websites,
Funding Portals and the other cutting-edge companies that are building this cottage industry,
providing small business support and ensuring your company’s success!
Crowdfunding Expo MarketPlace™
Crowdfunding Expo Showcase™
Crowdfunding pre-intensives for Colleges and Universities
Crowdfunding pre-intensives For Financial Advisers
Special workshops on reducing the Start up failure rate
and so much more……….
- See more at: http://www.crowdfundingroadmap.com/bootcamp/#speakers
M Resort Spa & Casino Las Vegas, 12300 Las Vegas Blvd S., Las Vegas, NV 89044
****************************************************************************F
From the Eagle Watch #229
July 19, 2013

Jim "Agent of Assimilation" Prentice Mesmerizes AFN Participants
Fool me once, Shame on You;
Fool me twice, Shame on Me!
How many times do we Indigenous have to be had before we get it. Once
again, our phoney Indian Agent Sellouts aka Band Council Chiefs are
leading us down the final path of destruction.
We should run like hell from guys like Jim Prentice. He was in
Whitehorse on Tuesday at the Assembly of First Nations AFN AGM where
he gave another hypnotic speech this time to "Aboriginal" leaders.
The AFN falsely claims it represents status Indians in Canada.
According to a March, 2013 article, Jim Prentice, 54, Senior Executive
Vice President and Vice Chairman of the Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce CIBC, "surprised the country six months ago when he quit at
the height of his political career to become a senior banker at CIBC,
said the transition has been relatively smooth so far, while proving
that the skills and contacts acquired in politics can be golden in
corporations."
How's that for an understatement?!?! The language daily becomes more
blatant. Yet still only some people get it while others are nearly
insane with cognitive dissonance they refuse to give up.
Prentice is in the media a lot, especially at Financial Post/Times
where his voice carries much weight. He has a lot to say about the
oil industry and Canada-U.S. relations, economic that is. It's all
about the money for Jimmie. In a speech at the Canadian-governmentsponsored "Financial Times Forum: Focus on Canada" in New York , he
states, "Continental flows of hydrocarbons responding to market
realities are relentless and more oil is now being moved across North
America on rail cars, avoiding pipeline bottlenecks..." That's just
what Bill Gates and Warren Buffett want to hear.
Let's look critically at his NYC speech to business and gov leaders
along with the Whitehorse one to AFN leadership on Tuesday, July 16.
Working class Canadians are getting the hose, how much more we
Indigenous who have always been at the bottom of the colonial socioeconomic ladder. As some of our people scramble for a belated share
of the loot, the Anglo elitists are desperately making deals with the
Chinese elitists. Let us be clear Anglos refers to the exclusive
blood lines/owners of the British Empire in its many manifestations
like Commonwealth and social experiments like Canada, USA, Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa. Our focus is on Canada and USA as these
are impositions on Turtle Island, our ancestral territories where
Indigenous ties to the Earth continue to be severed via the brutality

of the modern capitalist economic system and its political effigies.
But we digress...
Prentice gives direction to his listeners, "The Prime Minister and the
President could use the Clean Energy Dialogue as the vehicle for this
discussion as it allows for the resolution of emerging energy and
environmental irritants." Yes, we know Jimmie finds any concern for
Mother Earth to be an "irritant", even a deterrent to his relentless
avarice.
Trilateral Commission member and deputy chairman, Jim reveals his NAU
North American Union globalist intentions when he says, " we can
together pursue a full-on harmonization of the transportation grid and
bring continental standards to the rail and aviation industries."
He emphasize his points by repetition, "Canada and the United States
need to return to those very principles of free trade that are
enshrined in NAFTA, and we need to address energy matters on a
continental basis".
In a sweeping gesture, he sums it all up, " Canada and the United
States share common objectives, a common resource base and airsheds
and watersheds that transcend boundaries."
“I like being Minister of Indian Affairs. But I’d much prefer to be
Minister of Aboriginal Inc.”
Jimmie Prentice, MP from Calgary and modern day TreatyMan/Ripoff
Artist claims to fame include "the Sturgeon Lake Treaty Land
Entitlement settlement in 1986; in 2006, the Residential School
Agreement; with the Tsawwassen First Nation and Premier Gordon
Campbell, the first Lower Mainland Final Agreement under the British
Columbia treaty process and GwaiiHanas Marine Conservation Area
agreement with the Haida in 2009."
You can see where he has been wreaking havoc among Western Indigenous
nations in what is called Alberta and B.C.
Jim "Agent of Assimilation" Prentice gave quite a speech at the AFN
AGM Annual General Meeting. He knows the importance of keeping
Indigenous mesmerized to the Canadian dream. Jimmie got to the point,
"The real issue now is whether B.C.'s First Nations are going to
participate in all of this (LNG to Asia) in a meaningful way, or
simply observe it as bystanders."
He's always ready to walk all over us, his ears tightly shut and his
eye on the loot.

He waxed eloquent as his forked tongue slithered across his lips,
"Today, thanks to our abundance of natural resources, we stand on the
verge of a new era of
growth and development.
It is national in
nature. It is
substantial in scope.
And in many cases it
represents a gamechanging opportunity
for First Nations."
He knows damn well we
are a threat to his
demented schemes.
"...We are talking
about hundreds of
billions of dollars in
major resource
developments that are
currently – or will be
– taking place on or
near Aboriginal
communities."
How much you wanna bet he has no intention of us getting a share, not
this time, not ever??
And he goes on to name some of the plunder projects, even going so far
as to state, "Quebec’s massive northern resource development plan was
created with – and will benefit – the Cree, Innu, Naskapi and Inuit"
and "One of the unheralded benefits of the Canadian oil sands has been
the extent to which the Aboriginal people of northern Alberta have
been included – and have benefited."
Is he joking? No, but he is taking us for fools. He talks about the
importance of education for "aboriginal youth" to be fully
assimilated, "It is also important that we find opportunity in our
country’s skills shortage, and help equip young Aboriginals with the
expertise they’ll need to get ahead."
Get ahead!? Does he really imagine we're going to get on the tread
mill with all the other wage slaves??
He refers to the Matawa First Nations (who have retained Bob Rae to
guide their Ring of Fire negotiations) signing "a memo of
understanding with Aecon Group to expand training and development

programs in remote areas of Ontario’s north – using technology to give
residents access to trades and apprenticeship training."
Bob Rae was once NDP Premier of Ontario. He is a master at sleight of
hand, most recently as Leader of the Liberal Party and the Opposition.
Construction giant, Aecon is the parent company to Lockerbie and Hole,
the same outfit that is building the private prison Remand Centre in
Edmonton which will house over 2,000 people, about 1/2 being
Indigenous. Some of the top dogs at Aecon are J. D. Hole and Tony
Franceschini, (retired President and CEO, Stantec Inc., Chairman of
the Board of ZCL Composites Inc. and director of Seattle-based
Esterline Technologies Corporation), both of Edmonton. Brian Tobin,
Canadian politrickster former premier of Newfoundland and Labrador,
Executive Chairman of Consolidated Thompson Iron Mines Limited and
vice chair at BMO is also on board at Aecon. Like Prentice, he was
once Minister of Industry and is now a big wheel at a big bank.
Toronto-Dominion Bank hired Bilderberger Frank McKenna, former New
Brunswick premier, former Canadian ambassador to the U.S. and former
member of the Supervisory Commission Canadian Security Intelligence
Service CSIS, as a deputy chairman in May 2006. Frank is a board
member at CNRL, a big producer in the oil sands.
These guys have all the bases covered. This is how Canadian
politricksters are rewarded and always have been rewarded. You know
you're living in an oligarchy when...
Like Indian Treaty Commissioners, Alexander Morris and Duncan Campbell
Scott before him, Prentice is brutally clear but who's listening when
it really matters. "Aboriginal leaders" prefer to be molly coddled.
They refuse to hear that there is no room for the Indigenous way of
Life. There is no room for us to say "No!" to development projects:
"The duty to consult and accommodate was created as a way to get to
'Yes,' not as a way to get to 'No.' It was created by judges to
ensure that First Nations had a seat at the table in decisions
involving resource development. It was created to assist First Nations
in extracting meaningful economic participation from those decisions.
It was meant to carry us forward. It was not meant to serve as a
mechanism to block projects, veto development..."
..."Once you sit down, the objective is to achieve sustainable
economic participation. Consultation must progress to negotiation, and
negotiation must maintain a meaningful direction and a positive
momentum."
Prentice is clear. It's his way or the highway. Once again the AFN
and wealthy house niggers like Atleo are selling us down the river.

Opposition to their actions is confused but coalescing into a
desperate struggle even as we write these few lines.
Kittoh
Notes and Sources
This is an outrageous Government/Media collaboration of the most
sinister form of propaganda.
http://www.international.gc.ca/investors-investisseurs/eventsevenements/new_york.aspx
FT Global Investment Series: Focus on Canada
New York, United States
March 13, 2013 10 on the Park
In the latest series of high-level forums, the Government of Canada,
in partnership with the Financial Times, brought together over 100
business and government leaders to discuss the latest trends and
factors relevant to considering Canada as a place to invest in the
energy and technology sectors.
The Honourable Jim Prentice, Senior Executive Vice President and Vice
Chairman at CIBC, and senior executives from Siemens Canada, Mistras,
Cenovus Energy and Praxair Canada spoke about the North American
energy sector, covering topics such as infrastructure, technology, and
innovation, and also discussed the importance of their Canadian
operations. Corporate executives from Arkadium, Avanade, Cellfish, and
Deloitte also gave strong testimonials on the advantages of doing
business in Canada, while John Lutz, President of IBM Canada, provided
an overview of the company’s presence in Canada, highlighting recent
investments that IBM has made in various regions of the country.
Speakers at the event included:
Harbir Chhina, Executive Vice-President, Oil Sands, Cenovus Energy
Ed Crooks, US Industry and Energy Editor, Financial Times
The Honourable Ed Fast, Minister of International Trade and
Minister for the Asia-Pacific Gateway, Government of Canada
John Lutz, President, IBM Canada Ltd
Daniel Pink, Best-selling author and journalist
The Honourable Jim Prentice, P.C., Q.C., Senior Executive Vice
President and Vice Chairman, CIBC
Kenny Rosenblatt, Co-founder and CEO, Arkadium
Fabrice Sergent, Founder and CEO, Cellfish
Bill Smith, Senior Vice President, Energy Sector, Siemens Canada
Sotirios Vahaviolos, Chairman, President and Chief Executive
Officer, Mistras Group, Inc.
Aziz Virani, President, North America, Avanade
Matthew White, President, Praxair Canada
*************************************************************************************

Governor’s Conference on Small Business – Aug 28
CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

•
•
•
•

Hear from government officials and industry leaders during three informative, engaging
panel sessions
Participate in Q&A discussions at each panel
Interact directly with top state officials, service providers and business development
organizations at the Business Expo
Join special guest speaker Google’s Anthony Levandowski and Governor Brian Sandoval
for the keynote address during lunch

PANEL SESSIONS

•

8:15– 9:15 am Access to Capital with SBA Director Ed Cadena; Valley Economic
Development Center CEO Roberto Barragan and Heritage Bank Chief Credit Officer
Tom Traficanti
•
9:30– 10:30 am Educating Tomorrow’s Workforce with UNR President Marc Johnson;
TMCC President Dr. Maria Sheehan and IGT EVP of Human Resources Aimee Hoyt
•
10:45– 11:45 am Health Insurance: Myths and Facts with Division of Insurance
Administrator Scott Kipper and Silver State Health Insurance Exchange Executive
Director Jon Hager
REGISTRATION - Register online at business.nv.gov
$35 pre-registered, $45 walk-in (includes conference & luncheon)
QUESTIONS? (775) 684-2996 or biinfo@business.nv.gov
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28 - GRAND SIERRA RESORT

•
•
•
•

7:30- 8:00 am Registration & light breakfast
8:15 am- 12 pm Panels, Business Expo event
12:00- 1:15 pm Guest Speaker Google’s Anthony Levandowski, Keynote Address &
Luncheon with Governor Brian Sandoval
1:15– 2:00 pm
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

*****************************************************************************
Red hoop sacred visions powwow 2013
www.youtube.com
Last contest song on sunday
*********************************************************************************************

Brookine Public Library Main Branch
This collection exhibits images of important Native Americans, family groups & craftspeople at
work. Many of these postcards were printed between 1903 & 1907. The exhibit will be up
through Aug 25.
•
Photos with the Governor
************************************************************************

Achieving the Green Economy

Gary Reber, Op-Ed: Given the worsening condition of the environment on planet
Earth, the political and economic obstacles facing the regulation of greenhouse gases in
the United States are overwhelming. Under such non-leadership conditions, only the
most tepid reforms are politically feasible. Yet, Americans simply are not irritated
enough to realize that the climate of our planet is in mortal danger, which places our
humankind future at risk of absolute failure.
READ | DISCUSS | SHARE
******************************************************************************
National Audubon Society Jobs and Internships
ow.ly
The National Audubon Society has a long list of current job openings in locations all across the
country. Many are entry-level and perfect for new...
*********************************************************************************************
Another kind of archive:
The Activism Files By MAYA LAU

At the Interference Archive in Gowanus, Brooklyn, posters, fliers, zines, stickers, T-shirts, books,
newspapers, games and videos tell the story of radical political movements.
Slide Show: Archive of Resistance
*********************************************************************************************
Is There Life After 30 on Indian Reservations?
indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com

I often write with respect of persons who have done much with their time, referring to them as
“elders.” Some people deserve that respect, but others are just old. Out of luck or because they
took no risks, they are still sucking air. Good, but that does not mean we oldsters no longer owe
our air ta...
******************************************************************************

Abandoned in Indian Country

www.nytimes.com

The cuts that are part of the mandatory sequestration are bringing misery to the reservations, but
Congress offers no response.
*********************************************************************************************
Native American Reservations and Sequestration
www.nytimes.com

Budget cuts have started to deliver a body blow to hundreds of America’s most deeply
impoverished communities.
******************************************************************************
Nevada Department of Wildlife
www.ndow.org
First Come, First Served Big Game Tags Available July 26Hunters who did not draw a mule deer
tag in Nevada’s recently completed second draw still have a chance to go hunting this fall.
Results of the second draw were provided Friday, July 19, along with information on remaining
tags. All remaining t...
******************************************************************************
Fascinating site in regard to seeing where forest fires are in California Sierra Nevada
mountains and in other states:
http://www.geomac.gov/viewer/viewer.shtml
******************************************************************************

Native American Food Project
Attachments: image001.gif Hub Grant Narrative annotated field 8.docx Hub Grant Narrative
field 8.docx Beyond the Hubflierv2.docx
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